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Characteristics of visual variables

Selective 
is a change in just this variable enough to make a mark distinct? 

Associative 
can marks sharing this attribute be grouped despite other variables? 

Quantitative 
if two marks differ in this variable, can we extract a numerical 
relationship? 

Order 
can we order marks based on the values of this variable 

Length 
across how many changes in this variable are distinctions recognizable?



Eight Visual Variables 

Position 

Mark or Glyph or Shape 

Size (length, area, volume) 

Brightness or Luminance 

Color  

Orientation 

Texture 

Motion 



Steven’s power law
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Weber’s Law

JNB - Just Noticeable Difference

dp = k
dS

S

The perceptible difference proportional to the 
ratio of the difference in stimulus and the 
current stimulus



Brightness or Luminance



Luminance characteristics

Carpendale, “Considering Visual Variables as a basis for Information Visualization.”



Color



Color

becomes much harder. Color also tells us much that is useful about the material prop-
erties of objects. This is crucial in judging the condition of our food. Is this fruit ripe or
not? It this meat fresh or putrid? What kind of mushroom is this? It is also useful if we
are making tools. What kind of stone is this? Clearly, these can be life-or-death deci-
sions. In modern hunter–gatherer societies, men are the hunters and women are the
gatherers. This may have been true for long periods of human evolution, which could
explain why it is mostly men who are color blind. If they had been gatherers, they
would have been more than likely to eat poison berries—a selective disadvantage.
In the modern age of supermarkets, these skills are much less valuable; this is perhaps
why color deficiencies so often go unnoticed.

The role that color plays ecologically suggests ways that it can be used in information
display. It is useful to think of color as an attribute of an object rather than as its pri-
mary characteristic. It is excellent for labeling and categorization, but poor for display-
ing shape, detail, or spatial layout. These points are elaborated in this chapter. We
begin with an introduction to the basic theory of color vision to provide a foundation
for the applications. The latter half of the chapter consists of a set of four visualization
problems requiring the effective use of color; these have to do with color selection
interfaces, color labeling, pseudocolor sequences for mapping, color reproduction,
and color for multidimensional discrete data. Each has its own special set of require-
ments. Some readers may wish to skip directly to the applications, sampling the more
technical introduction only as needed.

Trichromacy Theory
The most important fact about color vision is that we have three distinct color receptors,
called cones, in our retinas that are active at normal light levels—hence trichromacy.
We also have rods, sensitive at low light levels, but they are so overstimulated in all
but the dimmest light that their influence on color perception can be ignored. Thus, in
order to understand color vision, we need only consider the cones. The fact that there
are only three receptors is the reason for the basic three-dimensionality of human color
vision. The term color space means an arrangement of colors in a three-dimensional

Figure 4.1 Finding the cherries is much easier with color vision.
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Ware, “Information Visualization: Perception for Design”



Visual perception



Universal (?) colors

white

grey

black

red

yellow

green

blue

pink

orange

brown

purple



Color names: XKCD survey

http://blog.xkcd.com/2010/05/03/color-survey-results/
RGB cube from http://www.argyllcms.com/doc/timage.html

http://blog.xkcd.com/2010/05/03/color-survey-results/
http://www.argyllcms.com/doc/timage.html


Color names

Greens

Blues



Opponent Process model

and the same set of colors in smaller patches. In the larger patches, the low-
saturation colors are easy to distinguish. They are not so easy to distinguish in
the small patches.

[G4.1] Use more saturated colors when color coding small symbols, thin lines, or
other small areas. Use less saturated colors for coding large areas.

Opponent Process Theory
Late in the 19th century, German psychologist Ewald Hering proposed the theory
that there are six elementary colors and that these colors are arranged perceptually
as opponent pairs along three axes: black–white, red–green, and yellow–blue
(Hering, 1920). In recent years, this principle has become a cornerstone of modern
color theory, supported by a variety of experimental evidence (for a review, see
Hurvich, 1981). Modern opponent process theory has a well-established physiologi-
cal basis: Input from the cones is processed into three distinct channels immediately
after the receptors. The luminance channel (black–white) is based on input from all
the cones. The red–green channel is based on the difference of long- and middle-
wavelength cone signals. The yellow–blue channel is based on the difference
between the short-wavelength cones and the sum of the other two. These basic con-
nections are illustrated in Figure 4.10. There are many lines of scientific evidence for
the opponent process theory. These are worth examining, because they provide
useful insights.

Naming

Opponent color theory predicts that certain color names should not occur in combina-
tion. We often describe colors using combinations of color terms, such as yellowish
green or greenish blue. The theory predicts that people will never use reddish green or

Luminance

Long (red)

R-G

+

−

−

Y-B

Med (green)

Short (blue)

Figure 4.10 In the color opponent process model, cone signals are transformed into
black–white (luminance), red–green, and yellow–blue channels.

108 Color

no “reddish-green” or “bluish-yellow”

Ware, “Information Visualization: Perception for Design”



Munsell’s color system



Hue, saturation, brightness/value/intensity

Wikimedia Commons



CIE XYZ



Color gamut



Color blindness

Protanopia Deuteranopia Tritanopia
generated with http://www.vischeck.com 

rainbows from Wikimedia Commons

http://www.vischeck.com


Color blindness

from http://facweb.cs.depaul.edu/sgrais/colorvisiondefi.htm

http://facweb.cs.depaul.edu/sgrais/colorvisiondefi.htm


Complementary colors

Wikimedia Commons



Complimentary colors

The Cafe Terrace on the Place 
du Forum  
Vincent van Gogh



Simultaneous contrast

Josef Albers



Simultaneous contrast

Josef Albers



Chromatic adaptation
Color Constancy



Chromatic adaptation
Color Constancy



Chromatic adaptation
Color Constancy

178,180,185

210,177,137

242,196,44

253,189,44



Visual aggregation



Chromostereopsis

Chromostereopsis is the illusion of 
depth caused by the interactions of 
two colors, usually red and blue. 
There are several theories as to what 
causes this, included chromatic 
aberration in the eye. Whatever the 
cause, just don’t do it. My eyes will 
thank you.



Color vs contrast

While color is good for distinguishing 
between objects, it is important to 
note that color alone is not enough. If 
the luminance of two colors is the 
same, there is no contrast and it 
becomes very hard to distinguish 
between the two values.



Effects of size



Cultural conventions



Thoughts about using color

Use only a few colors (~6) 

Colors should be named and distinct 

As objects get smaller, increase saturation 

Make sure you have luminance contrast between figure and ground 

Don’t assume color will be perceived the same in multiple contexts  

Be attentive to cultural conventions and symbolism 

Be aware of bad interactions (like red/blue) 

Respect the color blind 



Characteristics of color

Carpendale, “Considering Visual Variables as a basis for Information Visualization.”



Rainbow maps

hue is periodic, not monotonic



Orientation



Orientation characteristics

Carpendale, “Considering Visual Variables as a basis for Information Visualization.”



Texture

Combination of other variables 
marks 
color 
orientation



Texture characteristics

Carpendale, “Considering Visual Variables as a basis for Information Visualization.”



Motion

Hans Rosling: The best stats you’ve ever seen
http://www.ted.com/talks/hans_rosling_shows_the_best_stats_you_ve_ever_seen.html
http://www.gapminder.org

http://www.ted.com/talks/hans_rosling_shows_the_best_stats_you_ve_ever_seen.html
http://www.gapminder.org


Summary of characteristics

selective associative quantitative order length

position

shape maybe maybe

size maybe

brightness

color

orientation

texture



Picking an encoding

Principle of Consistency 
The properties of the image (visual variables) should match the 
properties of the data 

Principle of Importance Ordering 
Encode the most important information in the most effective way



Quantitative estimation ranking

least accurate

most accurate

position, aligned scale

length

angle, slope

area, volume

color
Cleveland and McGill, 1984

position, identical nonaligned scales



Mackinlay’s ranking of encodings
Quantitative 

position 
length 
angle 
slope 
area 
volume 
density 
saturation 
hue 
texture 
connection 
containment 
shape 

Ordinal 
position 
density 
saturation 
hue 
texture 
connection 
containment 
length 
angle 
slope 
area 
volume 
shape 

Nominal 
position 
hue 
texture 
connection 
containment 
density 
saturation 
shape 
length 
angle 
slope 
area 
volume 


